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you may notice that the speech recognition used in speechnotes is a bit limited. it is
probably because the microphone used is not the best option. luckily, a microphone can

be replaced by a headset or an external microphone. the microphone used by
speechnotes is similar to what is available in smartphones, it is an on-board microphone.
when you open a word document you may choose to use the templates that come with
office, or you may create your own templates. the templates that come with office were
most likely used by the creator, so they may be out of date and not always provide the

best template for your needs. creating your own templates is easy. with a blank template,
you can start to create a new document. choose to create a new blank document. pick a

layout. layout includes main and sub layout. you can make your template used to multiple
documents, or you can pick a template that will be used to open new documents, but will
not be saved into the template file. choose main page, sub page, or other options. sps-pm

8u2 is the follow-up release to sps-pm 2.7 with a number of new features and
enhancements. the most notable enhancements in this release include the addition of

multi-field rss feed templates to the online upload facility. as of this release, attachments
can also be attached to the report as a separate object. this addition brings the collection

of report template types a step closer to the single submission. along with this, the
dictionary support for the system also experienced some enhancements. this release is a

major update and those who decide to continue using the public version are highly
encouraged to make sure the following updates are installed: since version 8.0 sp1, sps-

pm has introduced a new system. this new system is an upgrade of the current subscriber
management system (spm).
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pre-operation: connect a high-quality microphone
to your pc (if you have a built-in microphone it
might be good enough). operation: 1) click the
mic 2) for the first time only: your browser will

popup a request for you to allow the site to listen
to your mic. click allow. 3) start dictating. speak

slowly and clearly. space your words and
emphasize correct diction for better results. 4)

intermediate results will show in the buffer. there
are 3 ways to finalize and shift transcription

results from the buffer to the text editor itself: (a)
press enter key on the keyboard (b) say or click
on a punctuation mark (c) wait troubleshooting:

most common causes for failures are: 1) hardware
problem with the microphone 2) browser not
chrome 3) permission to listen not granted 4)

chrome listens to the wrong microphone to fix the
last 2 problems, you should click on the small
camera icon in the browser's address bar (will

appear after you click the mic) and there set the
permission to allow speechnotes and pick the
correct microphone from the drop-down list.
although we try, speech results might not be

accurate. also, speechnotes is a service provided
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as-is and we cannot guarantee that it will continue
in the future. for that reason, and for the small
chance that software failures might happen, we

suggest you export your important texts either to
google drive or to your computer, so to be

protected against unexpected data loss. we will
not be responsible for data loss or inaccuracies.
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